
 
 

 

CO2Bit Tech and Madagascar Join Hands to address the Climate Change 

associated with declining CO2 Sequestration 

January 16th, 2020 – CO2Bit Tech is an international dispersed group of technologists and philanthropists 

undertaking the creation and support of CO2Bit coin, a Network Based Digital Asset created as a mechanism 

to finance and promote the proliferation of sustainable carbon neutral energy generation projects and assets to 

enable evolving participation in our global economy for all.   

 

The Joint Venture shall be formed for the purpose of utilizing CO2Bit coins 

as part of a finance mechanism within Madagascar for the sole purpose of 

addressing Climate Change associated with declining CO2 Sequestration 

within Madagascar through increased implementation of Agricultural 

Efficiencies, reducing the cutting and clearing of tree stands, Regulations 

and Economic Incentives for significantly reducing Commercial 

Deforestation, and increasing implementation of Solar Energy Grids to 

reduce the use of all CO2 emitting fuels. 

 

Madagascar is committed to addressing Climate Change associated with 

declining CO2 Sequestration through increased implementation of 

Agricultural Efficiencies, reducing the cutting and clearing of tree stands, 

Regulations and Economic Incentives for significantly reducing 

Commercial Deforestation, and increasing implementation of Solar Energy 

Grids to reduce the use of all CO2 emitting fuels, within their purview. 

 

“In order to promote the reduction of CO2 in our atmosphere we need to 

continue to incentivize the appropriate climate behavior in all areas of the world. Every molecule of CO2 that 

is generated into our atmosphere matters and we need to make sure that we continue to provide the proper 

incentives to actors around the world. These inducements must be able to rise above local, national and even 

international politics in order to continue effectiveness. To do this we are looking to leverage the innate abilities 

and powers contained in block chain technology.” said Ron Wilkins, Chairman.  

 

Currently, CO2 Bitcoins cost 60 coins per Ethereum or ~2 Euro per coin through the CO2 Bitcoin contract. “By 

creating a global currency who’s focus is on the reduction of these harmful gasses in our atmosphere we will 

be able to attack the problem on multiple levels and ultimately provide the financial support that we need 

globally to make a difference.” said Paul Opera, Chief Technologist.  

 

As a participant in the Co2 Bitcoin currency ecosystem, by using the currency as a tool, CO2 Bitcoin holders 

will be able to participate on the world market to find ways to reduce the CO2 levels together. The coins 

generated in turn will be used for continued progression in new initiatives as well as to help the target initiatives 

promote their construction. 

 

For more information about CO2Bit tech, visit https://co2bit.com/ 
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Name – Ron Wilkins 

Email – support@co2bit.com 
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